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Colonel Bob Hehemann’s thesis research on situational awareness for air defense and security professionals has
taken flight in the form of a mission critical information-sharing tool developed by the North American Aerospace
Defense Command (NORAD) and U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM).
Hehemann is the USAF Reserve Advisor to the NORAD Director of Operations and performs additional duties as a
NORAD and USNORTHCOM Command Center Director, and Operation NOBLE EAGLE (ONE) Decision Support
Project Director. He graduated from the Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and Security in
March 2012.
His thesis, “Delivering High Situational Awareness and Improved Decision Support across the North American Air
Security Enterprise—Now,” is restricted. Recommendations from that research were applied when N-NC completed
development, test, and implementation of his proposed Air / Event Information Sharing Service (A/EISS), which
declared Initial Operational Capability (IOC) December 21, 2012. Hehemann led the effort, and is now committed to
seeing it through to achieving Full Operational Capability (FOC).
1) A/EISS is a web-enabled collaboration tool, which significantly improves situational awareness and decision
support for senior leaders and mission partners. The application is capable of transmitting data up to a level of
Unclassified//For Official Use Only (U//FOUO) and Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES), using AES 256 encryption
technologies to users with access to the Internet. Pulling authoritative data from legacy systems and enabling real-
time data sharing and collaboration, A/EISS provides enhanced decision support through improved situational
awareness, tailored Track of Interest (TOI) views, and user-defined displays, delivering “the same data, and the
same picture, at the same time–whether fixed or mobile.”
Authorized joint, interagency, intergovernmental, and multinational (JIIM) mission partners across the CONUS,
Alaska and Canada access the web tool with desktop computers and mobile devices, sharing critical track and
decision support information in near-real time.  An intuitive interface enables decision makers to view details of
ongoing air events, including potential 9/11-like hijackings and airborne bomb-threats, crew and passenger status,
as well as information on NORAD interceptor response, while tracking and documenting aircraft movements.
2) Hehemann credits N-NC leadership and teamwork in implementing this technology.
“Development and implementation of this new and powerful capability would not have been possible without the
foresight and leadership provided by the N-NC commander and his staff, and the tremendous teamwork
demonstrated across the command with our ONE Subject Matter Experts, brilliant software developers, and with our
key mission partners throughout the US and Canada,” he said.
The project dates from an initial concept in November 2008 and the N-NC commander’s support for its development
in March 2009. Hehemann said the need for this technology was rooted in today’s complex air security environment
and rapid pace of operations that have stretched the limits of existing technology.
3) As of February 15, 2013, there were more than 900 air defense and security professionals with A/EISS access in
more than 22 Operation Centers across North America. Coordination is now underway to implement A/EISS in the
Pacific Command Joint Operations Center and numerous other classified and unclassified multinational operations
centers. 
Additional efforts are also underway to build and apply the technology to other domains, including maritime (M/EISS
– now in development), land (L/EISS, which has been validated), as well as cyber. These efforts support four N-NC
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commander priorities, including “Expand and strengthen our trusted partnerships; Advance and sustain the bi-
national US/Canadian military command; Gain and maintain all-domain situational awareness; and Advocate and
develop capabilities in our core mission areas to outpace all threats.” The N-NC team is also working the most
important and most challenging part of the effort which is fundamental in achieving FOC–to ensure the family of
Event Information Sharing Services will be modernized, sustained and funded in perpetuity, according to
Hehemann.
View Hehemann discussing his thesis during a Viewpoints interview at: www.chds.us/?player&id=2880
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